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Abstract

Using the data collected with the L3 detector at LEP between 1990 and 1995,
corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 149 pb�1, the � longitudinal polar-
isation has been measured as a function of the production polar angle using the

� decays �� ! h��� (h = �; �; a1) and �� ! `���`�� (` = e; �). From this mea-

surement the quantities Ae and A� , which depend on the couplings of the electron
and the � to the Z, are determined to be Ae = 0:1678 � 0:0127 � 0:0030 and

A� = 0:1476� 0:0088� 0:0062, consistent with the hypothesis of e{� universality.

Under this assumption a value of A` = 0:1540�0:0074�0:0044 is obtained, yielding
the value of the e�ective weak mixing angle sin2�W = 0:2306� 0:0011.

Submitted to Phys. Lett. B



Introduction

Parity violation [1] in the process e+e� ! Z! f�f gives rise to non-zero polarisation of the Z and

the fermions even in the case of unpolarised electron and positron beams. The � leptons decay

inside the detector allowing their polarisation to be measured. The � longitudinal polarisation,

P� , is de�ned as:

P� � �R � �L

�R + �L
; (1)

where �R and �L are the cross sections for the production of �� with positive and negative

helicity, respectively 1). The dependence of P� on the scattering angle in the improved Born

approximation at the Z pole is given by [2]:

P� (cos �) = � A�(1 + cos2 �) + 2Ae cos �

(1 + cos2 �) + 2AeA� cos �
; (2)

where � is the angle between the �� and the incoming electron beam directions. The quantities

Ae and A� depend on the neutral current couplings of the electron and the � to the Z:

A` � 2 �gA`
�gV`

�g2A`
+ �g2V`

; ` = e; � ; (3)

where �gA`
and �gV`

are the e�ective axial{vector and vector couplings [3] respectively. According

to Equation (2), Ae andA� can be determined simultaneously from a measurement of P� (cos �).
This measurement is done by exploiting the kinematics of the � decay products [2, 4{6] under

the assumption of pure (V{A) structure in the � decay. The latter is supported by experimental
results [7]. The measurement of Ae and A� tests lepton universality in the neutral current and,
together with the measurements of forward{backward asymmetries and cross sections, improves

signi�cantly the precision of electroweak parameters. It also gives the relative sign of �gA`
and

�gV`
.
In the Standard Model [8], Equation (3) provides a precise determination of the e�ective

weak mixing angle [3], sin2�W:

A` =
2 (1� 4 sin2�W)

1 + (1� 4 sin2�W)2
; ` = e; � : (4)

In this paper, semileptonic � decays �� ! h��� (h = �; �; a1)
2) and purely leptonic �

decays �� ! `���`�� (` = e; �) are analysed using the data collected in 1994 and 1995. The
results are combined with our previous published ones, based on 1990 to 1993 data [9]. Other

measurements of P� have been performed at LEP [10,11] and at lower energy e+e� colliders [12].

Data Analysis

The data used in this analysis were collected at centre-of-mass energies around the Z mass,

corresponding to a total integrated luminosity of 80 pb�1, where 80% is on the Z peak and

1)Formulae are given for the decay of the �
�. In the analysis the charge conjugate decays are also used.

2)No distinction between charged pions and kaons is made in �
�

! h��� decay. Both decay modes are

combined in the analysis and referred to as �� ! �
�

�� .
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10% at energies
p
s = mZ � 2 GeV and

p
s = mZ + 2 GeV each. They are taken with

the L3 detector [13] upgraded with a Silicon Microvertex Detector [14], which improves the

measurement of track parameters and vertex determination. We exploit this new detector

particularly in the analysis of �� ! a�1�� ! �+������ decays.

The e+e� ! �+��() events are selected by requiring low track multiplicity. The identi-

�cation of the di�erent � decay products is performed separately in each hemisphere of the

event, which is de�ned by the plane perpendicular to the event thrust axis. Electrons, muons

and a1 mesons are identi�ed in the central part of the detector, which covers j cos �j < 0.72.

Pions and � mesons are also identi�ed in the end{cap regions, extending the angular coverage

to j cos �j < 0.94.

For e�ciency and background estimates, Monte Carlo events are generated using the pro-

grams KORALZ [15] for e+e� ! �+��() and e+e� ! �+��(), BHAGENE [16] for e+e� !
e+e�(), DIAG36 [17] for e+e� ! e+e�f�f, where f�f is e+e�, �+��, �+�� or q�q, and JETSET [18]

for e+e� ! q�q(). The Monte Carlo events are passed through a full detector simulation based

on the GEANT program [19], which takes into account the e�ects of energy loss, multiple scat-

tering, showering and time dependent detector ine�ciencies. These events are reconstructed

with the standard L3 reconstruction program. The number of Monte Carlo events in each

process is about ten times larger than the data sample.

Particle Identi�cation

Electrons are identi�ed by an energy deposit in the electromagnetic calorimeter (BGO) which
is electromagnetic in shape and consistent in position and energy with a track in the central
tracker. Muons are identi�ed by a track in the muon spectrometer originating from the interac-

tion point with a minimum-ionising particle response in the BGO and the hadron calorimeter.
The electron and muon identi�cation e�ciencies, which are estimated from Monte Carlo, are

shown in Figure 1(a) as functions of the normalised particle energy, E`=Ebeam, where E` is the
lepton energy and Ebeam is the beam energy. The average identi�cation e�ciencies are 82%
and 70% for electrons and muons, respectively.

The identi�cation of �� ! ���� , �
� ! ���� and �

� ! a�1�� decays is based on the central
tracker and calorimeter information. An algorithm [9] is applied to disentangle overlapping

neutral electromagnetic clusters in the vicinity of the impact point of the charged hadron in

the BGO. Around the impact point, which is predicted by the central tracker, a hadronic

shower, whose shape is nearly energy independent, is subtracted from the energy deposit.

Electromagnetic neutral cluster identi�cation criteria are applied to the remaining local maxima
of energy deposit. The energies and angles are determined for the accepted electromagnetic

neutral clusters. Two distinct neutral clusters form a �0 if their invariant mass is within 40

MeV of the �0 mass. A single neutral cluster is considered a �0 if its energy exceeds 1 GeV.

Its transverse energy pro�le must be consistent with either a single electromagnetic shower or

a two{photon hypothesis for which the invariant mass is within 50 MeV of the �0 mass. The

�� ! ���� identi�cation requires that there are no �0 and no neutral clusters with energy
greater than 0.5 GeV in the vicinity of the ��.

To identify �� ! ���� decays, one �0 is required in the hemisphere. The invariant mass

of the ���0 system must be in the range 0.45 to 1.20 GeV and its energy must be larger than

5 GeV. The e�ciency for �� ! ���� and �� ! ���� identi�cation is estimated from Monte

Carlo. The average e�ciencies are 66% (64%) and 71% (61%) in the barrel (end{caps) for �

and �, respectively.
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The a1 meson decays via the channels a�1 ! ���0�0 (1-prong) and a�1 ! ���+�� (3-prong)

with equal probability. The a1 (1-prong) is identi�ed as a charged track accompanied by two

�0. The invariant mass of the three pion system is required to be greater than 0.45 GeV. To

identify the a1 in the 3-prong decay mode three charged tracks and no �0 are required. The

�� ! a�1�� identi�cation e�ciency, estimated from Monte Carlo, is 36% for the 1-prong and

45% for the 3-prong mode.

Figures 1(b) to 1(d) show the dependence of the hadron identi�cation e�ciencies on the

kinematic variables used to measure P� ; these are the normalised pion energy, E�=Ebeam, in

the �� ! ���� decay, the angles �
�

� and  
�

� [5] for �
� ! ���� , where:

cos ��� =
4m�

2

m�
2 �m�

2

E�� + E�0p
s

� m�
2 +m�

2

m�
2 �m�

2
; cos �� =

m�q
m2

� � 4m2
�

E�� � E�0

j~p�� + ~p�0 j (5)

and the !a1 variable [20] for the �� ! a�1�� decay, which is de�ned in terms of the energies

and angles of the three pions coming from the a1 and contains all the information about the

polarisation of the � .

Event Selection and Background Rejection

Events with at least one identi�ed � decay are retained for the measurement of P� . Additional

criteria are applied to reduce background from Bhabha, dimuon and two{photon events and
from cosmic ray muons [9].

The shape of residual Bhabha and dimuon background is estimated from data samples

selected by relaxing the requirement on the energy of electrons and muons, respectively, in
the hemisphere opposite to the identi�ed one. The distribution of the remaining two{photon

background is estimated from Monte Carlo. Its normalisation is determined from data using
events with large acollinearity. The background from cosmic muons is estimated from a control
sample selected in data by loosening the cut on the distance of the muons to the e+e� interaction

vertex. The background from hadronic Z decays is negligible. The fraction of misidenti�ed �
decays in each channel is determined using simulated e+e� ! �+��() events.

The number of selected decays in each exclusive �nal state, the selection e�ciency and the
background fractions are given in Table 1 for each � decay mode, for the 1994{1995 data. The

total number of � decays analysed including the 1990{1993 data is 137 092, corresponding to

an integrated luminosity of 149 pb�1.

Channel Decays " (%) Bkg. (%)

in 4� � non-�

�� ! e���e�� 16 300 45 1.6 3.6

�� ! ������� 13 920 40 0.9 4.7

�� ! ���� 12 104 42 9.8 3.7
�� ! ���� 22 634 38 11.0 1.0

�� ! a�1�� (1 prong) 4 172 22 32.7 0.0
�� ! a�1�� (3 prong) 4 159 27 16.7 0.0

Table 1: Number of selected decays, selection e�ciencies (") and fractions from �

and non-� backgrounds for the � decay channels used to measure P� .
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Measurement Methods

The � longitudinal polarisation, P� , is measured in nine cos � intervals ranging from �0:94
to 0:94. The angle � is approximated by the polar angle of the event thrust axis in the ��

jet direction. The following methods are used to measure P� : the analysis of the exclusive

single � decays, the analysis of inclusive hadronic � decays, the analysis of acollinearity in �X

�nal states, where X is any 1-prong � decay, and an analytical �t to the energy spectra of the

exclusive single � decays.

The individual measurements of P� for each � decay channel in a given cos � bin are cor-

rected accounting for the statistical correlation when both � decays in an event are selected for

the polarisation measurement. The resulting values are combined with those from the inclusive

analysis taking into account the statistical correlation arising from the overlap between the

samples. Finally the combination with the results from the acollinearity method is performed.

The correlation matrices used in the combination procedure are obtained with a fast Monte

Carlo simulation which provides very high statistics event samples [21].

In order to obtain Ae and A� as given in Equation (2), the measured values are corrected

for QED Bremsstrahlung,  exchange and -Z interference contributions, in bins of cos � using

the program ZFITTER [22]. These corrections are small at the Z peak and reach the level of

a few per cent for o�-peak data.
Decays with wrongly assigned charge migrate between bins of opposite sign of cos �. The

fraction of such events on average is 1.4% in the barrel and 7.5% in the end{caps. A correction
is applied to the measured value of P� in each cos � interval to account for this e�ect.

Analysis of Exclusive Single � Decays

This method uses spectra of charged and neutral particles in each � decay channel generated

by the Monte Carlo program KORALZ [15] for positive and negative �� helicity. The spectra
for the two helicity states obtained after detector simulation and reconstruction are �tted to

the data distributions, using a binned maximum likelihood method that accounts for �nite
statistics both in data and Monte Carlo [23].

For the electron and muon spectra, the normalisation of the Bhabha and dimuon background

is left free in the �t, whereas the two{photon and cosmic backgrounds are �xed to the estimated
amounts. The non-� background is �xed in the �t of hadron spectra. The background from
other � decays is included in the distributions of each helicity and varied in the �t simultaneously

with the signal ones.

The spectra of the charged decay products for the channels �� ! e���e�� , �
� ! ������� ,

�� ! ���� and �� ! a�1�� , using 1994 and 1995 data, are shown in Figure 2. The angular

distributions for the �� ! ���� decays are shown in Figure 3 for the same data set. Good
agreement between data and Monte Carlo distributions is observed. Compatible distributions

for the 1990 to 1993 data have been already published [9].

Analysis of Inclusive Hadronic � Decays

The measurement of the � polarisation from exclusive hadronic � decays, in spite of the high sen-

sitivity, su�ers from losses induced by the identi�cation of �0 in �� ! ���� and �
� ! a�1�� de-

cays. Most of these events are recovered by selecting an inclusive sample of 1-prong hadronic �

decays where no explicit identi�cation of �0 is attempted [10]. Hadronic � decays are identi�ed

by one charged track matching an energy deposit in the calorimeters not consistent with an
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electromagnetic shower or a minimum{ionising particle. The invariant mass mh of the charged

hadron and all the neutral deposits in a cone of 30� around the track is calculated and the re-

sulting spectrum is divided in three bins: mh < 0:3 GeV, 0:3 < mh < 0:9 GeV, 0:9 < mh < m�

GeV.

The polarisation{sensitive variables � and 	 are de�ned as a generalisation of cos ��� and

cos �� in Equation (5), by replacing m� with mh and E�0 with the sum of the energies of all the

neutral particles measured in the BGO in a 30� cone around the charged hadron track. The

distribution of these variables is shown in Figures 4 and 5, for data and Monte Carlo, for the

three mass bins speci�ed. In the �rst bin, which is mainly populated by �� ! ���� decays, the

polarisation is extracted by �tting the spectrum of � only. In the second and third mass bins,

which are populated mainly by �� ! ���� and �
� ! a�1�� decays respectively, the polarisation

is obtained from a two-dimensional �t to � and 	.

The statistical correlation between the results from this analysis and those from the exclusive

analysis of single � decays is 38% for �� ! ���� , 50% for �� ! ���� and 6% for �� ! a�1�� .

Analysis of Acollinearity in �X Final States

Using the acollinearity between the � decay products to measure P� [24], additional detector
information is exploited giving, in particular, almost independent systematic errors. The se-

lected sample consists of 6763 events, collected in 1993 and 1994 3), with a �� ! ���� decay
recoiling against a 1-prong � decay. For these events, the acollinearity is de�ned as � � ���12
where �12 is the angle between the charged pion track and the track in the opposite hemisphere.

The tracks are required to be within the region of polar angle j cos �j < 0:72. As an example,
the acollinearity spectrum for the 1994 data is shown in Figure 6.

The correlation in the P� measurement between this method and the exclusive analysis of
single � decays is 30%.

Analytical Fit to Exclusive � Decays Energy Spectra

We have measured the � longitudinal polarisation using a completely independent analysis
method, based on the comparison of the � decay energy spectra with analytical functions.
These functions are calculated for all the 1-prong � decays, for � leptons with positive or

negative helicity [25]. Mass e�ects and initial and �nal state radiation are included. Selection

and detector e�ects are taken into account by a convolution of the theoretical expressions with

the resolution function and correcting for acceptance. The resolution function is extracted from
test beam data and from calibration samples selected in data for this purpose.

This method is used to measure P� using the decay channels �� ! e���e�� , �
� ! ������� ,

�� ! ���� and �
� ! ���� . The results obtained with this method are used as a cross{check,

especially of the systematics concerning the resolution and calibration of the detectors.

Systematic Errors

The main sources of systematic errors are the uncertainties in the energy scales of the di�erent

subdetectors, uncertainties in the background estimations and possible biases due to the event

selection.

3)In our previous publication [9] only 1991 and 1992 data were used in the acollinearity method.
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The scale uncertainties of the BGO and muon spectrometer are estimated by comparing

the detector responses for Bhabha and dimuon data with the beam energy. The central tracker

momentum scale uncertainty is determined by comparing its momentum measurement with

that of the muon spectrometer. At low energy, a cross calibration of the central tracker with

the BGO and the muon spectrometer is performed using electrons and muons from � decays

and two{photon events. The �0 peak position in the invariant mass of photon pairs is used as

an additional constraint to the BGO calibration. The BGO and the muon spectrometer scale

uncertainties are estimated to be 0.5% at low energy and 0.05 % at high energy. The scale

uncertainties are interpolated linearly for intermediate energies. This procedure is checked

using radiative Bhabha and dimuon events. The momentum scale of the central tracker is

veri�ed to 0.5% from 1 to 45 GeV. The hadron calorimeter scale is estimated at low energy by

a comparison with the central tracker momentum measurement and at high energy by the peak

position of the � resonance in the ���0 invariant mass distribution. The scale uncertainty is

estimated to be 1% in the barrel and 3% in the end{caps, independent of the hadron energy.

For the evaluation of the systematic errors, the responses of the individual subdetectors are

varied according to their scale uncertainties using a fast Monte Carlo simulation.

The normalisation of the non-� background is varied within its statistical error. The cor-

responding change of P� is assigned as the systematic error. In the case of �� ! e���e�� and

�� ! ������� , the normalisation of Bhabha and dimuon background is a free parameter in
the �t and its uncertainty is already included in the statistical error. The systematic error
due to background from other � decays is estimated by varying the branching fractions of the

contributing decay channels within their errors [26].
Particle identi�cation and background rejection are designed to be nearly independent of

the energy of the � decay products in order to keep polarisation biases to a minimum. This

is checked by comparing Monte Carlo energy and momentum distributions for electrons and
muons from Bhabha, dimuon and two{photon control data samples. Good agreement between

data and Monte Carlo is found. Finally the important selection cuts are varied. The change in
the value of P� is assigned as a systematic error. The systematic error due to the uncertainty
in the charge confusion correction is negligible.

The theoretical error accounts for uncertainties in the decay radiation for �� ! ���� ()

and �� ! ���� () and in the modelling of the a1 in �
� ! a�1�� decays. Structure dependent

e�ects in �� ! ���� () [27] amount to 0.002 in P� for the �
� ! ���� �nal state. The e�ect of

decay radiation in �� ! ���� () is estimated to be 0.001. The a1 resonance and the a1 ! ��

decay are analysed with di�erent theoretical approaches [28]. The di�erences in the a1 mass

and width are propagated to P� leading to a systematic error of 0.010 on the �� ! a�1�� result.
The systematic errors on A� and Ae are obtained by combining the individual ones in

quadrature, allowing for correlations and polar angle dependences. They are summarised in

Table 2.

energy scale background selection theory total

A� 0.0039 0.0012 0.0046 0.0010 0.0062

Ae 0.0002 0.0019 0.0023 0.0001 0.0030

A` 0.0027 0.0010 0.0033 0.0007 0.0044

Table 2: Systematic error on A� and Ae from di�erent sources.
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method channel A� Ae

Exclusive �� ! e���e�� 0:121� 0:031 0:257� 0:046

�� ! ������� 0:144� 0:033 0:206� 0:047
�� ! ���� 0:142� 0:015 0:146� 0:023

�� ! ���� 0:155� 0:012 0:147� 0:019

�� ! a�1 �� 0:191� 0:056 0:214� 0:084

Inclusive �� ! h��� 0:152� 0:015 0:185� 0:033

Acollinearity �� ! ���� 0:111� 0:041 0:128� 0:058

Analytical �� ! e���e�� 0:139� 0:032

�� ! ������� 0:130� 0:035

�� ! ���� 0:152� 0:017

�� ! ���� 0:161� 0:023

Table 3: The results on A� and Ae from 1990 to 1995 data, for the di�erent methods

and channels. The errors are statistical only. Note that these values are subject to

correlations, which are taken into account for the determination of the �nal result.

cos � P� �stat: Systematic errors � QED
Energy scale Selection Background

-0.94 , -0.83 0.008 0.048 0.017 0.010 0.010 0.000
-0.72 , -0.55 -0.009 0.025 0.008 0.004 0.003 0.000

-0.55 , -0.35 0.011 0.023 0.008 0.004 0.003 -0.001
-0.35 , -0.12 -0.080 0.025 0.008 0.005 0.003 -0.002
-0.12 , 0.12 -0.171 0.023 0.008 0.005 0.003 -0.004

0.12 , 0.35 -0.212 0.025 0.008 0.005 0.003 -0.005

0.35 , 0.55 -0.283 0.023 0.008 0.004 0.003 -0.005
0.55 , 0.72 -0.283 0.024 0.008 0.004 0.003 -0.005

0.83 , 0.94 -0.273 0.045 0.018 0.010 0.013 -0.005

Table 4: Values of P� from 1990 to 1995 data, given as a function of cos �, corrected

for QED Bremsstrahlung,  exchange and -Z interference. The correction applied
to the measured P� values is shown in the last column.

Results

The values of A� and Ae obtained with the di�erent analysis methods and decay channels are

shown in Table 3. The results obtained using di�erent analysis methods are in good agreement.

Furthermore, the results for the di�erent � decay modes agree with each other.
The P� results from 1990 to 1995 data, given in each cos � interval after combining the

di�erent methods, are shown in Figure 7 and listed in Table 4 together with the statistical

and systematic errors. From a �t to the P� distribution using Equation (2) the �nal result on

A� and Ae is determined to be:

A� = 0:1476� 0:0088 (stat:)� 0:0062 (sys:)

Ae = 0:1678� 0:0127 (stat:)� 0:0030 (sys:) :

These are consistent with lepton universality. Under this assumption, these results are combined
to yield:
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A` = 0:1540� 0:0074 (stat:)� 0:0044 (sys:) :

The ratio of the vector to the axial-vector e�ective couplings is �gV`
=�gA`

= 0:0775� 0:0044 and

the corresponding value of the e�ective weak mixing angle is:

sin2�W = 0:2306� 0:0011 :
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Figure 1: Identi�cation e�ciencies for the di�erent � decay channels as a function of the
corresponding polarisation-sensitive variables described in the text: (a) �� ! e���e�� and

�� ! ������� , (b) �
� ! ���� , (c) �

� ! ���� and (d) �� ! a�1�� (3-prong).
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Figure 2: The measured spectra for the polarisation{sensitive variables described in the text
for the � decaying to (a) electron, (b) muon, (c) � and (d) a1 mesons. The data are compared to

the results of the �ts. The two helicity components and the background are shown separately.
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Figure 3: The data spectrum of the cos �� distribution in four slices of cos ��� for the

�� ! ���� decays.
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Figure 4: The distribution � of the semileptonic � decays used in the inclusive analysis for the

�rst mass bins: mh < 0:3 GeV.
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Figure 5: The distributions � and 	 of the semileptonic � decays used in the inclusive analysis

for the second and third mass bins: (a,b) 0:3 < mh < 0:9 GeV and (c,d) 0:9 < mh < m� GeV.
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Figure 6: Acollinearity spectrum obtained in 1994 for �� ! ���� decays recoiling against a

1-prong � decay.
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Figure 7: The longitudinal polarisation of the � lepton P� as a function of the cosine of the

polar angle of the ��. Included are the data from 1990 to 1995. The solid line corresponds to

the two parameter �t of Ae and A� and the dashed line to the one parameter �t of A` under

the assumption of lepton universality.
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